Row Three

George Augustus Foote Third b. 7 Oct. 1871, d. 30 Aug. 1872 [son of Christopher Spencer Foote and Hannah J. Hubbard]

Mary Hubbard Foote, b. 25 Nov. 1872, d. 28 Jan. 1968, daughter of Christopher Spencer Foote and Hannah J. Hubbard

Robert E. Foote, b. 31 Aug. 1866, d. 5 May 1916, son of Christopher Spencer Foote and Hannah J. Hubbard

Christopher Spencer Foote, b. 2 May 1837, d. 28 May 1880, son of George Augustus Foote and Elizabeth Spencer
Hannah J. Hubbard Foote, b. 8 Jan. 1840, d. 7 May 1885, wife of Christopher Spencer Foote, b. 1837

Margaret Spencer Foote Hawley, 1880-1963, daughter of Christopher Spencer Foote and Hannah Hubbard, taken in by her aunt (Harriet Ward Foote Hawley) when her parents died.